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Abstract 
In our present work, we present the numerically transfer heat and thermal stratification that may occur in an elbow with T-junction. 
More specifically, in this analysis, we purpose the visualization of the temperature field in order to locate the thermal stratification. 
The parameters studied are: i) the inlet cold water velocity and ii) the location and the size of the T-junction. The governing 
equations system about flow and heat transfer is solved numerically. The mesh was created using the software Gambit. Calculations 
and post processing were performed with the FLUENT code. Parametric simulations have been performed. The results are 
compared to those reports in the experimental literature.  
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1. Introduction 
In recent decades, a number of defects in the conduct of PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) are produced in nuclear 
power plants and caused cracks that are due to a thermal stratification phenomenon. This latter is caused by the hot 
and cold fluids mixture flow under certain conditions.  
 
In the literature, T. Pasutto et al. [1] and S. Benhamadouche et al. [2], the same geometric configuration has been 
studied.   In output the gradient decreased. The temperature gradient is a mixture of two flows. N. Simos et al. [3] 
showed that the cracks are the result of several thermal fatigue cycles due to thermal stresses alternately. These cracks 
appear near discontinuities particularly in neighborhood of welds. The same observation was made by Dordonat M. et 
al. [4]. The studies address the mechanisms of initiation and cracks propagation. The study was simulated with 
ANSYS code.  
 
CFD (Computation Fluid Dynamics) recent application on the production of electricity was developed by JP Chabard 
et al. [5]. Various turbulence models are used on different configuration involving the heat transfer from Reynolds 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations with first or second order. These simulations clearly demonstrate the advantages of 
using turbulence models, even if they need to deliver finer mesh reasonably accurate solutions. It was pointed that 
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• Whatever the criteria used, the greatest damage occurs in the same area. 
Damage criteria obtained with variable amplitude are three or four times greater than those obtained with the constant 
amplitude criteria.  
 
• Regarding the criteria for variable amplitude, we note that the projection on one or two axes do not change the 
calculated damage. We conclude that the loading is proportional. 
 
F.Beaud et al. [7] study is focused on piping systems of nuclear power plants with connections branchets, carrier fluid 
at different temperatures and stress levels resulting from fluctuations in thermal-turbulent mixing which can 
potentially affected the wall of the tube and lead to thermal damage by fatigue. This is the first time that a fully 
analytical solution has been given in this book an analysis of sensitive areas of the mixture. 
The objective of this work is to identify the parameters influencing the thermal stratification in pipes and precisely at 
the T-junction: the width and the position and velocity of the fluid, thermal stratification can be significantly 
controlled by a judicious choice of these parameters. 
 
2. Physical and mathematical model 
The T-junction schematic is shown in Figure (1). In addition, the boundary conditions and the location of the T-




                                                             
 
Figure 1. Physical Model and boundaries conditions. 
 
We assume that the flow is in two-dimensional and incompressible. Mathematic model is Turbulent with k-epsilon 
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3. Numerical resolution 
The system of equations is solved after integration by finite volume method. The coupling pressure velocity is solved 
by an iterative procedure based on the SIMPLE algorithm [8]. A fine mesh at the walls was used with a step of 0.01 
mm and the convergence criterion is 610 . For turbulent flow, we adopt the K-İ (RNG). Turbulence model choice is 
justified by improved accuracy of the turbulence in the flow. This model is better suited when the flows are stationary. 
Simulations were done with Vcold, Tcold,  Vhot and Thot values respectively  (10 or  0.625) ms-1, 293 °C, 0.625 ms-1 and 
313 °C. 
 
4. Results and Discussion 
4.1. T-junction position Influence  
The first calculation case is realized with the same inputs and outputs width conduct value equal to D = d = 0.4 m and 
we have studied tow different dynamic variant to analyze the thermal stratification phenomenon and to see the effect 
of the position of the T-junction. 
Figures (2) show the temperature field when the cold inlet water conduct position is varied. Calculation results show a 
temperature distribution variation. There are a heat spread towards the inside of the elbow in the figure (2), (a), (c) but 
however, the beginning of a discrete thermal stratification between the two limits flow in the figure (2). Thermal 
stratification is shown in figure (2), (b), (d) and (f) especially for calculations performed with the second dynamic 
parameter. It is noted stability in the thermal stratification direction. Figure (2), (b) and (d) show a reduction in a cold 
water flow temperature that is effect of the position of T-Junction. The thermal stratification existence is depending on 
the flow rate. The variation of the stratification distribution can be explained by the T-junction position and by the 
cold water rate. 
 
4.2. T-junction width Influence  
This second case is made with a variation in the width of the entrance of cold water d = 0.2 m, and other two hot water 
inlet widths. The outlet of the flow is equal to D = 0.4 m, the test will be done with dynamic tow variants. Figures (3) 
represent the temperature fields. Here we vary the cold water entrance width. The results of a calculation show a 
variation in the temperature distribution. Heat is spread in the side of the elbow (figure (3), (a)), but nevertheless the 
beginning of a discrete stratification in figure (3) ,(e). Thermal stratification is shown in Figures (3), (b), (d) and (e) 
particularly for tests with the second parameter dynamics. 
With regard to thermal stratification shown in figures (3), temperature distribution modification is detect in flow. It 
can be explained by the T-junction width. A temperature gradient is detected also in inside of the elbow in figure (3), 
(a) and (c). From this simulation, it is clear that thermal stratification depend on the position of the T-junction. 
The validation of these results is obtained by the experimental [10] and numerical [9, 11] results. Also a very 
interesting phenomenon was observed. The effect of narrowing the width does not remain unrequited. 
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Fig. 2. Super Nimbus temperature field. d = 0.4 m.  
(a, b): T-junction position at the elbow x. (c, d): T-junction position at 2x the elbow.  
 (e, f): T-junction position at the bend middle.   
(a, c, e): Vf = 10 m/s.  (b, d, f): Vf = 0.625 m/s.   
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Fig. 3. Super Nimbus temperature field. d = 0.2 m.  
 (a, b): T-junction position at the elbow x. (c, d): T-junction position at 2x the elbow. 
 (e, f): T-junction position at the bend middle. 
(a, c, e): Vf = 10 m /s.  (b, d, f): Vf = 0.625 m/s.   
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Conclusion 
 
Numerical simulations on the flow and heat transfer conducted in this work reveal thermal stratification in the pipes. 
The parametric study conducted shows the influence of the fluid velocity on thermal stratification. In the T-junction 
thermal stratification is clearly visible this is in accordance with the theoretical and experimental results.  
The use the code "Fluent" for the inside temperature fields prediction gives good results. This is confirmed by the 
validation of the results obtained in this study. Thermal stratification may create insecurity; this study is developed for 
that. Such works in a more complex geometry probably give others results. In conclusion, this work has led to better 
understanding and how software simulation codes such as «Fluent» work. In the other part, we realized that the study 
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